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In the past six months, congressional interest Further concern about reports of ineffective
in the apparent ineffectiveness of American arms deliveries to the resistance led to a
support for the Afghan resistance has begun State Department briefing on Afghanistan on 14

to grow. September 1983 which was open only to

From Au ust 24 to 28, 1983 six U.S. members of Congress. During the briefing,
.8 . . ' . both Democrats and Republicans questionedRepresentatives visited Pakistan, ostensibly to Undersecretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger

assess US/Pakistani relations. However, a on reputed poor arms deliveries. According to
congressional source revealed that one of the a Congressman who was present, the
reasons for the visit was to evaluate the Undersecretary stated to the 20 Congressmen
effectiveness of U.S. arms deliveries to the that he had visited the refugee camps, had
Afghan partisans• checked on the covert aid reaching the

Clarence Long (D-MD), Chairman of the guerrillas with their leaders, and had been
Foreign Operations Subcommittee which told that the aid was enough. Several
oversees most appropriations for U.S. covert Congressmen later rated Eagleburger's
aid programs, led the delegation. Two other performance, saying "we've heard it all
members of the Foreign Operations before."
Subcommittee accompanied Rep. Long: William Confusing and contradictory reports on
Lehman (D-FL) and Charles Wilson (D-TX). Afghanistan have emanated from the Executive
Wilson has visited the Afghan resistance six Branch for some time. For instance, Selig
times in the past. Marty Russo (D-IL), John Harrison, an analyst with the CarnegiePorter (R-IL), and Lawrence Coughlin (R-PA) 

Endowment for International Peace, quoted acompleted the House contingent. 
high-ranking intelligence official in the

Afghan resistance leaders have since Washington Post as saying "Afghanistan is
complained that they were prevented from gone, " while Newsweek had "officials in
meeting with the congressmen on more than a Washington" saying that "They seem to be
superficial basis to talk about arms; doing very well with what they've got." [ See
congressional sources have similarly stated quotes under U.S. GOVERNMENT ATTITUDES
that they did not have an opportunity to gain TOWARDS AFGHANISTAN.]
a complete picture of the situation.
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